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1. Underline the prefixes in these words.  (1 mark) 

supermarket

inactive 

misunderstood

5. Write an appropriate conjunction to complete the sentence.  (1 mark) 

They cancelled the PE lesson                                                           it was raining. 
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2. Write the same suffix for each of these words.  (1 mark) 

replace

do

manage

3. Draw a line to show which determiner is required for each sentence.  (1 mark) 

My mum asked me to get                     egg from the fridge.  

I picked up                     pen I had been writing with.

Do you have                     sister?

the

a

an

4. Write another word that is part of the same word family as these words:  (1 mark)

sign         signature       resign



8. These sentences are written in the present tense. Change the verbs underlined into 

the past tense.  (1 mark) 

9. Circle the correct word so that each sentence is grammatically correct.  (1 mark) 

The people ( was / were ) waiting in a queue for the bus. 

What ( was / were ) you doing in there? 

Hayley and James ( did / done ) their times tables practice every day.

10. Add the speech marks to the correct place in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

I   love   doing   grammar   tests   exclaimed   Julie   excitedly.

11. Underline the main clause in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

The walk had to finish when it started to rain. 

7. Tick all the boxes which contain a preposition.  (1 mark) 

The kitten hid between the bed and the wardrobe. 

He fully understood the task.

Tim shouted loudly to gain the lifeguard’s attention. 

Lillian and Rosie sat beside each other in the assembly.  

6. Circle all the adverbs in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

“We will be there soon,” Janice explained patiently to Grace.
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The children are eating their dinner.

My dad cooks the dinner every night because my mum is working. 



13. Rewrite this sentence with the correct punctuation.  (1 mark) 

14. Write an expanded noun phrases in the box below.  (1 mark) 

rosie and her best friend travelled by train to portsmouth to see her aunty julie.

12. Circle all the adjectives in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

In the large zoo, there were many dangerous creatures from 

terrifying tigers to lazy hippopotamuses.  

16. Tick to show which of these sentences needs a question mark.  (1 mark) 

This is your jumper, isn’t it

He wanted to know if she was ok

Where is your packed lunch 

The chair was pushed in 
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Noun Expanded noun phrase

15. Draw a line to show the type of sentence is written.  (1 mark) 

Get two bags of sugar.

Kerry had a blue dress.

What a lot of work you’ve completed!

statement

command

question

When will you be ready? exclamation



17. Tick the most appropriate punctuation for the sentence.  (1 mark)

Her eyes were as blue as the sea.

! 

. 

, 

?

18. Explain why the commas have been used in this sentence.  (1 mark) 

19. Write the contracted form of these words.  (1 mark) 

20. Complete the boxes to show the singular and plural versions of these words.  (1 mark) 

Kevin, Hilda, Jo and Leanne were chosen to be in a team together. 
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Singular Plural

should have = 

he is = 

could not = 

child

berries

goose

keys


